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Abstract 

Effects of a swept/tapered tip planform on blade 
weight, dynamic tuning, elastic twist, loads/vibra
tion, and aerodynamic performance are compared 
with those of a rectangular tip on a four-bladed 
bearingless rotor using a comprehensive analysis. 
Validation of the analysis of sweptltapered blade 
tips is conducted using wind tunnel data. The 
swept/tapered tip blade has a thrust-weighted chord 
identical with that of the rectangular planform and 
is dynamically tuned to match the flapping inertia 
and rotor dynamics of the rectangular tip blade. Re
sults indicate that, in high-speed flight, the 
swept/tapered tip reduces pitch-link loads, blade 
beam bending, and 4/rev hub moments but has in
significant effects on blade chord bending and aero
dynamic performance. 

To achieve the desired rotor dynamic tuning, a blade 
weight penalty of 5.4% is identified with the 
swept/tapered tip. Effects of rotor solidity, airfoil 
thickness, tip speed, and blade torsional stiffness on 
the performance of a swept/tapered tip are also dis
cussed. 

Notation 

Alpha = rotor shaft angle, negative forward, deg. 
CL = lift coefficient, L/p(nR2)(QR)2 
Cp = power coefficient, Plp(nR2)(QR)3 
Cx = rotor propulsive force coefficient, 

D 
L 
M1,90 
p 
R 
ll 
p 
0 

Q 

D/p(nR2)(QR)2 
= rotor drag force, lb 
= rotor life force, lb 
= advancing tip Mach number 
= rotor shaft horsepower x 550, lb-ftlsec 
= rotor radius, ft 
= advance ratio 
=air density, sluglft3 
= rotor solidity 
= rotor speed, rad/sec 

Introduction 

Reducing helicopter oscillatory loads while 
improving performance and reducing noise through 
passive control has long been the design goal for 
helicopter engineers. In the late seventies and early 
eighties, significant efforts by the U.S. Government 
and the industry were made on the Aeroelastically 

Conformable Rotor (ACR). The concept of the ACR 
was to incorporate tip sweep, taper, and anhedral 
with torsionally soft blades (Refs. 1-3) to improve 
performance and reduce loads. Based on the data 
reported, the authors found that the ACR 
applications for the tip shapes tested resulted in 
higher loads and poorer performance than for the 
baseline rotor, that there did not exist a strong 
correlation of magnitude of advancing blade elastic 
twist with rotor performance and flapwise loads, 
and that the configurations which produced small 
azimuthal activity in elastic twist were the best 
performers. 

Extensive research has been conducted in recent 
years to further quantify the benefit of various tip 
shapes. Analytical studies of the effect of sweep on 
hub loads (Ref. 4) and aeroelastic stability (Ref. 5) 
revealed that sweep was not beneficial for all rotor 
blades, that no optimal sweep angle was found for 
aeroelastic stability or loads at all speeds, and that 
the tip shape, as a design parameter, should be in
eluded in the early stages of a rotor design process. 

Wind tunnel tests of a model rotor were conducted 
(Ref. 6) to determine the effects on dynamic response 
and aerodynamic performance by varying the tip de
sign of the outboard 8% radius. Four different blade 
tip geometries or shapes having different planform, 
sweep, taper, and anhedral were tested. Results 
from the tests showed that blade torsional moments 
and control system forces were reduced by adding 
sweep or anhedral. The anhedral tip benefited hov
er performance while the swept/tapered tip provided 
the best performance at high advance ratios. 

Another wind tunnel test was conducted to measure 
the aerodynamic benefit of a parabolic swept-back 
tip with anhedral on a 3-bladed model rotor 
equipped with very rigid blades (Ref. 7). The sweep 
onset was at 90% radius. Significant improvements 
on hover and forward flight performance and noise 
reduction over a rectangular planform were 
achieved. However, the test was aerodynamically 
motivated with no consideration for aeroelastic opti
mization. 

A test of a full-scale rotor was conducted in the 
NASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel to investi
gate performance, acoustics, and loads of a rotor 
with various tip planforms (Ref. 8). The four tips 
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(rectangular, tapered, swept rectangular, and 
swept/tapered) were interchangeable over the outer 
4.5% radius. Data showed that the planform taper 
had the largest impact on the overall performance 
while sweep effects were secondary and only showed 
up at the higher advance ratios, and then only for 
the swept rectangular configuration. At advance ra
tios of 0.2 to 0.3, there was a 4% reduction in profile 
power which was a direct result of the reduction in 
blade area near the tip. Both tip taper and tip sweep 
improved the acoustic signature. At 0.38 advance 
ratio and 0.9 tip Mach number, major reductions in 
oscillatory pitch-link loads were demonstrated for 
the swept/tapered configuration. 

Results of a flight test of a swept-back parabolic tip 
on a Dauphin-365N were reported in Ref. 9. Addi
tional weights were added at 45% radius for the dy
namic tuning of the second lead-lag mode. The tip 
planform improved hover (2%) and forward flight (1 
to 6%) performance and reduced perceived noise lev
el (1.25 EPN dB). The swept-back tip, however, also 
resulted in high steady and 1/rev pitch-link loads 
and large blade torsional deformations. 

Another version of the swept-tapered/anhedral 
blade tip design was flown on the AS332 Super 
Puma MK II (Ref. 10). The onset of the sweep/taper 
was at 96% radius. While improvement in hover 
(1%) and forward flight (5 kn at sea level !SA) per
formance was realized, high 3/rev blade flapping 
moments were also reported. Hence, a 50% increase 
in cabin vibrations was measured. The cabin vibra
tion level was reduced by employing blade pendu
lum absorbers. 

The Westland Lynx helicopter set a world speed 
record at 216.3 kn in August 1986 (Ref. 11) with the 
BERP main rotor. It was stated that in addition to 
judicious selection of spanwise distribution of air
foils for forward flight performance and balance of 
blade pitching moments, care was also exercised in 
the dynamic tuning of the BERP blade (Ref. 12). 
Flight test data (Ref. 12) indicated that, with respect 
to the standard metal blade, the fuselage vibration 
at high speed was benefited by the BERP blade, but 
the control loads were nearly doubled at all speeds. 

From the above literature survey, the following ob
servations are made: 

1. Most of the research on the effect of tip shape 
on performance and dynamic response has focused 
on aerodynamics. This was evidenced by employing 
interchangeable tips on very rigid blades. Further
more, the potential weight penalty of using a non
rectangular planform was not addressed. 

2. The benefit of sweep, taper, and anhedral on 
aerodynamic performance and acoustics was rela
tively well understood and documented. The effect 
of tip shape on loads, vibration, and aeroelastic re
sponse, however, was inconclusive. 

The effect of blade tip shape on rotor dynamics and 
aeroelastic response has not been well documented. 
Blade design parameters, such as thrust-weighted 
chord, airfoils, twist, rotational inertia, weight con
straint, cg-aerodynamic center-elastic axis rela
tionship, dynamic tuning, and torsional stiffness, 
may drastically influence the performance of tip 
shape on loads, vibration, and aeroelastic response. 
Tip shape selection should, therefore, be treated as 
an integral part of the rotor design process. 

This paper will discuss the effect of a swept/tapered 
tip planform on loads, vibration, aeroelastic re
sponse, and forward flight performance on a generic 
but realistic 4-bladed bearingless rotor. Results of 
the swept/tapered tip are compared with those of a 
rectangular tip. Both rotors have identical thrust
weighted solidity. The impact on cost, weight, and 
dynamic tuning of the swept/tapered tip in compari
son with the rectangular planform is discussed and 
identified. Blade design parameters such as rotor 
solidity, airfoil thickness, and blade torsional stiff
ness, which may influence the performance of the 
tip planform on blade dynamic response, will be 
briefly addressed. The advantages of treating the 
tip shape as a design parameter in the early stages 
of a rotor design as opposed to the "interchangeable 
tip approach" will be assessed and emphasized. 

Validation of Methodology 

The analysis used in this paper is COPTER (Ref. 
13). In COPTER the tip is modeled in the following 
fashion. The load points are defined at the quarter 
chord for each blade segment. The sweep is input to 
the program by specifying the offsets of the quarter 
chord from a straight reference axis, which is usual
ly coincident with the pitch change axis. COPTER 
uses these offsets to compute the appropriate veloc
ity components at each blade segment. The geomet
ric pitch of the segments is also redefined to account 
for the kinematics of the swept tip. The blade taper 
is represented by inputing the appropriate chord 
length at each blade segment. A state-of-the-art 
dual-circulation free wake model by Johnson (Ref. 
14) is used. The wake is modeled using a second or
der swept lifting line theory with a vortex core radi
us of0.015R. 

To validate the tip methodology, correlation was 
conducted using performance and loads data from a 
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wind tunnel test on a full-scale articulated rotor 
with four interchangeable tip planforms. The ex
perimental data were reported in Ref. 15. The four 
tip planforms-sweptJtapered, swept, tapered, and 
rectangular-are shown in Fig. 1 (copied from Fig. 6 
in Ref. 15). The structural and aerodynamic proper
ties needed to model the rotor and each of the four 
different tip configurations were obtained from Ref. 
16. The blade employed a - 10" linear twist and 
9.5% tip airfoil thickness. Correlation of computed 
rotor natural frequencies with the whirl test data 
(Ref. 16) is shown in Fig. 2. Correlation is good ex
cept for the frequency of the torsion mode. The level 
of correlation in the torsion mode, however, is as 
good as that reported in Ref. 16. 
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Fig. 1. Tip planform geometry. 
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Fig.2. Rotor natural frequencies, a full
scale articulated rotor with 
sweptJtapered tip. 

Performance correlation with the rectangular-tip 
h!ade is shown in Fig. 3 at three different shaft an
gles, o•, - 5', and - 10°. The wind tunnel simula
tion was conducted at 150 kn, 293 rpm. Similar cor· 
relation (not shown) was achieved with the 
swept/tapered tip blade. The level of correlation 
substantiated the COPTER aerodynamic capability. 

Correlations of pitch-link loads are depicted in Figs. 
4-6. Data in Fig. 4 represent harmonic decomposi· 
tions of pitch-link loads at 150 kn for the rectangu
lar tip. The correlation is good except for the 1/rev. 
The lower prediction of the 1/rev component resulted 
in lower prediction of the overall oscillatory. The 
lack of correlation in 1/rev could be attributed to the 
lack of definition of the blade feathering bearing 
springrate which was not provided in Ref. 16. For 
this correlation, the feathering springrate was esti
mated as 143 in-lb/deg and was provided to Bell by 
NASA Ames. Data in Fig. 5 show correlations of the 
oscillatory pitch-link loads of the four tip planforms. 
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Ml,90 = 0.825 

Correlation of the pitch-link loads in trend with the 
four tip shapes is demonstrated. The reason for the 
reduction in pitch-link loads for the swept-tapered 
tip over the rectangular tip shown in Fig. 5 was in
vestigated by reviewing time history waveforms. 
The computed waveforms are shown in Fig. 6. Re
sults indicate that compressibility relief with the 
swept/tapered planform reduced the pitch-link load 
on the advancing blade. A close examination of the 
analytical data revealed that a reduction of Mach 
number from 0.825 to 0.77 and a reduction of nose
down elastic twist by 0.5° due to the tip sweep were 
responsible for the reduction in loads. 

Impact of Swept/Tapered Tip Planform 
on Loads, Vibration, Aeroelastic Response 

and High Speed Performance 

To evaluate the potential benefit of tip shapes, data 
from several sources were studied. Of these, the 
sweptitapered tip tested at NASA Ames 40- by 80-ft 
wind tunnel (Ref. 15) showed promise for perfor
mance improvement and reduction in loads. For 
study purposes, the geometry of this sweptitapered 
tip planform was used in this paper. 

Baseline Rotor, Rectangular Tip, o = 0.0715 

A generic yet realistic and well-tuned 4-bladed bear
ingless rotor with rectangular tip was selected as 
the baseline. The rotor was sized for a design gross 
weight of 8400 lb and a flat plate drag area of 14.1 
ft2. Blade airfoils were optimized for aerodynamic 
performance. Thickness taper was from 12% at 
0.65R to 6% at the tip. the thrust-weighted solidity 
of the baseline rotor was 0.0715. Other prominent 
rotor characteristics for the rectangular tip (base
line) blade are given in Table 1. The fan plot of the 
baseline rotor is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Table 1. Rotor Characteristics of a Bearing-
less Rotor with Rectangular and 
Swept!I'apered Tips 

Rectan- SweptJ 
Units gular Tapered 

Number of blades 4 4 
Radius ft 21 21 
Tip speed ftJsec 743 743 
Twist deg -12 -12 
Thrust-weighted 0.0715 0.0715 

solidity 
Blade weight lb 87 91.7 
Flapping inertial slug-ft2 471 472 
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Fig. 7. Computed rotor frequencies of a 
beanngless rotor, rectangular tip. 

Swept/Tapered Tip, o = 0.0715 

Rotor Tuning. To isolate the effects of the 
sweptJtapered (S!I') planform on loads and high
speed performance, the blade chord of the srr tip 
was increased to match the thrust-weighted solidity 

of the baseline rectangular blade. The S!I' blade was 
also tuned to closely match the frequencies of the 
baseline rectangular blade. Rotor characteristics 
and natural frequencies of the srr blade were com
pared with those of the rectangular tip blade. The 
results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. Note that 
the weight of the srr blade was 4.7 lb heavier than 
that of the baseline blade because the srr tip geome
try did not allow the positioning of the spanwise 
tuning weight at the extreme tip. As a result, a 
5.4% weight penalty was assessed. 

Table 2. Comparison of Rotor Natural 
Frequencies of a Bearing less Rotor 

Natural frequencies Rectan- Swept! 
(I rev) gular Tapered 

1st inplane mode 0.67 0.68 
1st out-of-plane mode 1.03 1.03 
2nd out-of-plane mode 2.46 2.46 
2nd in plane mode 4.09 4.22 
3rd out-of-plane mode 4.63 4.65 
Torsion 5.45 5.20 

Pitch-Link Loads. Variations of oscillatory pitch
link loads with airspeed for the rectangular and srr 
blades are shown in Fig. 8. Clearly, the benefit of 
the S!I' tip on pitch-link load reduction was not real
ized below 130 kn. At 180 kn, a 10% reduction was 
predicted. Time histories of the pitch-link loads at 
180 kn are compared in Fig. 9. The reduction in 
peak tension loads took place on the advancing 
blade near 11 0" azimuth position. Since the bear
ingless rotor had a trailing edge pitch-horn, the re
duction apparently was caused by a decrease in 
nose-down blade pitching moment or elastic twist. 
Harmonic decomposition of the pitch-link loads at 
180 kn is shown in Fig. 10. The reduction in the 
overall oscillatory loads was largely due to a reduc
tion in the 1/rev component. 

Blade Elastic Twist and Torsional Moment. Vari
ations of mean and 1/rev elastic twist at 0. 79R with 
airspeed are depicted in Fig. 11. Amplitudes of both 
the mean and 1/rev increased with airspeed. Reduc
tions in both mean and 1/rev elastic twist at all air
speeds were predicted with the S!I' tip blade. For ex
ample, at 180 kn, magnitudes of reduction were 
0.42° in mean and 0.43" in 1/rev corresponding to 
20% and 30% reductions respectively. The reduction 
in nose-down steady elastic twist directly resulted in 
lower collective requirement in rotorcraft trim. 
These reductions are further depicted in time histo
ry waveform in Fig. 12. A reduction in nose-down 
elastic twist was evident on the advancing blade. 
Hence, the benefit of the S!I' tip on compressibility 
relief was clearly demonstrated. 
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Variations in blade torsional moment at 0.79R with 
azimuth at 180 kn are shown in Fig. 13. As expect
ed, a reduction in torsional moment of approximate
ly 10% was predicted. 
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Fig. 13. Blade torsional moment at 0. 79R, 
V = 180 knots. 

Blade Loads. Computed blade beam and chord 
bending moments at 180 kn for the S!l' and the rec
tangular tip blade are given in Figs. 14 and 15, re
spectively. A 10% reduction in the peak beam 
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bending moments due to the sweep/taper was 
shown. The effect of the sweep/taper on the chord 
bending moment was insignificant. 

Vibration. The primary vibration source of a 
4-bladed bearingless rotor in high speed is the 4/rev 
hub pitching and rolling moments. The major con
tributors to the hub moments are the blade root 
3/rev and 5/rev beam bending moments. Variations 
of blade root 3/rev and 5/rev beam moments with 
airspeeds are shown in Fig. 16. The difference in 
3/rev loads between the SIT blade and the rectangu
lar blade was insignificant. A reduction in the 5/rev 
component at the high speed end was noted. De
pending on the phase relationship between the 3/rev 
and the 5/rev components, variations of the 4/rev 
hub pitching and rolling moments with airspeed 
were computed and are shown in Figs. 17 and 18, re
spectively. Data indicate that a small reduction (ap
proximately 5%) in the resultant hub moment was 
predicted with the SIT tip blade. When the resultant 
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hub moment was used as the indicator for the cabin 
vibration, the benefit of the tip sweep and taper on 
vibration was relatively small. 

High-Speed Performance. Shaft horsepower re
quirements versus airspeed for the rectangular and 
the SIT tip blade are compared in Fig. 19. Results 
indicate that there was no benefit on power require
ment with the sweep/taper throughout the airspeed 
range. 
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Variations of shaft horsepower versus rotor lift coef
ficient at two advance ratios are shown in Fig. 20. 
At )1=0.30 (132 kn), no appreciable difference in 
power was predicted throughout the rotor lift coeffi
cient range studied. At )l = 0.363 (160 kn), the bene
fit of the sweep/taper on power reduction was noted 
when Cr)o was greater than 0.094. At CIJo= 0.106, 
a power reduction of 3% was shown. The reduction 
was nearly all due to a reduction in profile power. 

Swept/Tapered Tip, o = 0.0695. 

To identify the effect of solidity on loads, vibration, 
and performance, the baseline rectangular tip was 
replaced with the sweptltapered tip planform with 
no increase in the baseline blade chord length. This 
resulted in a thrust-weighted solidity of 0.0695. The 
rotor was dynamically tuned to closely match the 
natural frequencies of the rectangular tip blade. 
Computed performance, pitch-link loads, and 4/rev 
hub moments of this rotor were compared with those 
of the rectangular tip rotor and the matched solidity 
SIT tip rotor. The results are shown in Table 3. 
Data indicate that the lower solidity was beneficial 
for performance, loads, and vibration. In compari
son with the baseline (rectangular tip) rotor, a 1% 
reduction in power, 20% reduction in pitch-link 
loads, and 1 0%reduction in vibration were possible 
with the 2.8% reduction in solidity. 
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Table 3. Effect of Solidity 
GW == 8400 lb, V = 180 kn, 4000 ftlstandard day 

Rectan- Sweptl Swept) 
gular Tapered Tapered 

o=0.0715 o=0.0715 o=0.0695 

Shaft horse- 1630 1627 1608 
power 

Oscillatory 265 236 203 
pitch-link loads 
(]b) 

4/rev hub pitch- 3700 4200 3700 
ingmoment 
(in-lb) 

4/rev hub rolling 5328 4400 4200 
moment (in-lb) 

Tip Airfoil Thickness. 

As discussed earlier, the baseline rectangular tip as 
well as the sweptltapered tip had a 6% tip airfoil. 
The benefit of the combination of the thin tip with 
the sweep and taper on performance, loads, and 
vibration was not as great as that of the 
sweptJtapered tip tested in the NASA Ames 40 by 
80-ft wind tunnel (Ref. 8, 15, and 16). The tip airfoil 
reported in Ref. 8 was 9.5%. To examine the effect of 
tip airfoil thickness on the performance of the 
sweep/taper, the 6% tip airfoil used in our study was 
now changed to 10%. Results are tabulated in Table 
4. Data indicate that, with the 10% tip airfoil, the 
sweep/taper reduced the power requirement by 3.8% 
and the pitch-link load by 15% while these 
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Table 4. Effect of Tip Airfoil 
GW=8400lb, o=0.0715, 

V = 180 kn, 4000 ft/standard day 

6% Tip Airfoil 10% Tip Airfoil 

Shaft horse
power 

Oscillatory 
pitch-link load 
(!b) 

4/rev hub mo
ments (in-lb) 

Pitching 
Rolling 

Rectan- Swept/ Rectan- Swept/ 
gular Tapered gular Tapered 

1630 

265 

3700 
5328 

1627 

236 

4200 
4400 

1728 

262 

3564 
4908 

1663 

223 

4164 
4473 

reductions were 0% and 10%, respectively, with the 
thin 6% tip airfoil. · There was no significant 
difference on hub loads reduction between the 6% 
and the 10% airfoils. 

Blade Torsional Stiffness 

As mentioned earlier, the bearingless rotor selected 
for study in this paper was generic yet realistic and 
dynamically well tuned. The blade torsional stiff
ness was representative as evidenced by the proper 
placement of the torsion frequency (Fig. 7) and the 
reasonable blade elastic response (Figs. 11 and 12). 
A brief study was conducted on the effect of reduced 
torsion stiffness on blade elastic response and pitch
link loads. For this study, the blade torsion rigidity 
was reduced to 2/3 ofthe baseline value (a 1/3 reduc
tion). Results are shown in Table 5. Data indicate 
that the magnitude of the blade elastic twist was 
doubled and both the steady and oscillatory pitch
link loads were increased. 

Discussions 

Results from the literature survey and the study 
conducted in this paper clearly indicate that the per
formance of the tip sweep/taper depends on many 
rotor design parameters. In addition to rotor 
solidity, tip airfoil thickness, and blade torsional 
stiffness, one of the other considerations is tip speed. 
During the development testing for M214ST (tip 
speed 781 ft/s) at Bell, the addition of the hyperbolic 
swept tip on the same diameter rotor resulted in an 
impressive increase in airspeed of 8 kn at sea level 
standard day and reduced hover power by 1.5%. The 

Table 5. Effect of Blade Torsion Stiffness 
GW=8400 lb, a=0.0695, 

V = 180 kn, 4000 ft/standard day 

Blade elastic twist at 
0.79R (deg) 

Steady 
1/rev 

Pitch-link load (!b) 
Steady 
Oscillatory 

67% 
Base line Baseline 
Torsion 
Stiffness 

-1.95 
1.11 

565 
203 

Torsion 
Stiffness 

-3.78 
2.06 

709 
248 

benefit however, may not be as great on a rotor with 
lower tip speed. 

The benefit of the sweep/taper on aerodynamic per
formance has long been recognized. The benefit is 
derived from the compressibility relief due to the 
sweep and from the profile power reduction due to 
the chord tapering. Reductions in blade and control 
loads are usually realized when attentions are also 
given to rotor dynamics. It should be noted, howev
er, that the sweep/taper would also increase the 
weight and cost. As discussed earlier (Table 1), a 
5.4% increase in blade weight is identified. Bell cur
rently uses various tip shapes on the following 
models: 214ST, 222U, OH-58C, and 206L. Based on 
experience at Bell, an additional 5% in blade manu
facturing cost is estimated for a different tip plan
form. 

Conclusions 

From the study and discussions conducted in this 
paper, the following conclusions are drawn: 

1. With a thin 6% tip airfoil, the benefit of the 
swept/tapered tip on forward flight performance is 
small. Up to 10% reduction in rotor loads and cabin 
vibrations is estimated with the SIT tip. 

2. The penalties associated with the SIT tip are 
a 5.4% increase in blade weight and a 5% increase in 
blade manufacturing cost. 

3. The performance of the sweep/taper plan-· 
form depends on many design parameters, such as 
solidity, airfoil thickness, tip speed, rotor dynamics, 
and blade torsional stiffness. Therefore, it is im
perative to integrate the tip shape in the overall de
sign process. 
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